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brant colours can be veryinterior design and ar-

chitectural services con- 
sultancy, suggests cre- 
ating mutifunctional ar-
eas, which 1s an essen
tial step toward max- 

imisingspace forevery- 
day living."This can be 
executed with the help
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loud and off-putting." 
Similarly, other textures
and fabrics in the room
should be in line with the
walls' colours. "The less 
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of transtormable, mod-
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increase the flexibility 
of any space," he notes. 

When space is limit

ed, compact, multipur- 
pose furniture is not only
yourbest bet but als0 an 

absolute necessity."For 
instance, a futon can 

Without a doubt, limited space in homes is aa 
ubiquitous issue. However, there are various means 

and small but impactful ways in which you can make 
the best possible use of your space 

scheme, the more tran-
quil and uncluttered the 
space will feel," asserts
Sawhney
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Tank Less Water Heaters Nevertheless, this 
doesn't imply that a 
home should be sparse 
in decor or vibrant 
colours. The key is to 
utilise decorative pieces Hence, lighting deserves airier. 
as accents and not over- your attention as it has With the wide range 
crowd the space, espe- the power to counter ofsolutions at your dis- 
cialy when it comes to anydullnessand spruce posal making your 

art. Incorporate a single up a space. Well-lit home biggerand better 
statement piece rather rooms naturally feel is only a few steps away. 
than a scattered collec-
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storage cabinets or 
shelves foor displaying 
showpieces and books 
are good options," de-
tails Anil Badan, the 

principal arehitect at a videnumerous oPpor bright with the colour multidisciplinary arehi- tunities to alter the spja palette. Muted shadestecture and interior de- tial qualityofa room. He 
sign studio. 

tion. For example, por 
traits on a bare wall to 

create an eye-catching 
focal point is far better 
than multiplepiecescht 
tering up a space" opines 

Robin Sisodiya, founder 
and principal architect 
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elaborates, "Arranging r une walls are always owaays, more people ofamultidisciplinary ar 
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rurniture fush against a 0u Gholce since 

wall-such as foldable ta- Ey make a room 

bles and bay windows E2r larger. On the 

are placing emphasis on chitecture, interior de-

dechuttering their homes sign, landscaping and ur 
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only objects but also dis- It's also important to use with seating-can create erana, too many 
the space vertically. "In- more space and enhance ant colours can be tracti 
corporating wall-mount a room's functionality. very loud and off- 
ed storage units and Vertical storage units puiin9 

tucking furniture into that utilisethe height of 
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to achieve spatial har- There are many ele- 

mony. Due to this, Smri- ments which can make 
ti Raheja Sawhney, or break the aesthetics 
founder of an interior de- of a room and how spa- 

m eeares0me easyto-execute le clutter and keep the tional floor area" One ofaooms needa Rooms sign studio, advises cious it looks. Among 
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duce some spatial changes into your wall nichescan help tack the walls provideaddi-
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is also why certain hotels and resorts Congested areas at home can be both- and ceilings. 

measures that will lend your abode a floor free of any obsta- can also suspend with higher ceilings al against the excessive use these, mirrorS Serve a vl 

cles" shares Dikshit. And planters and other decor low mounted decor, of vibrant colours. She tal role, as Chadha be-
so, one must explore the elements from the ceil- whilelarger expanses of explains, "It's wise to go lieves, "Using mirrors on 
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of space and transforms a room to make existing space lead the way forward. a multi-award-winning However, such meas 
ague irm specialising in since they make a room rors on walls will reflect it brighter, bigger and more comfort- For this purpose, Manish Dikshit, interior design compa- ures vary with every the design, construction, appear larger. On the light and beautinuly -able. And so, if you're looking to intro- founder and principal architect of an y, walls and ceilings pro- room. "Try to get � feel and finishing of spaces. other hand, too many vi- luminate the room 


